
CONDITIONS.
1. The Company or any Telegraph Company or Government Telegraph Administration by 

whom this telegram is or would, in the ordinary course of the telegraphic service be forwarded, 
may decline to forward such telegram although it has been received foiH^at purpose, but in such 
case the amount paid for the transmission will be refunded to the sender at his request.

2. Neither the Company nor any Telegraph Company, or Government Telegraph Adminis
tration, by whom this telegram is or would in the ordinary course of the telegraphic service 
be forwarded, nor any of their respective officers or servants shall be liable to make compensation ■"—
for any loss, injury or damage arising or resulting from non-transmission or non-delivery of the 
telegram, or delay or error or omission in the transmission or delivery thereof, through whatever 
cause such non-transmission, non-delivery, delay, error, or omission shall have occurred even though 
occasioned by the neglect or default of such Company or Administration or any officer or servant 
in their employ.

3 This telegram shall be forwarded in accordance with the provisions of the International 
Telegraph Regulations and the provision^ of such Regulations shall be deemed to be binding between 
the sender and this or any Telegraph Company or Government Telegraph Administration by whom 
this telegram is or would in the ordinary course of th^t^Jegraphic service be forwarded.

. 4. The above mentioned conditions also apply to telegrams tendered to or delivered by the 
Company by telephone, over a private line, or by any other means whatsoever·.

NOTE.—If numbers written in figures, commercial marks or abbreviated expressions are used »·» 
the text of reduced rate plain language telegrams, the number of such words or groups, 
reckoned in accordance with the rules for charging, must not exceed one third of the number 
of chargeable words in the text,. including the signature.

Reduced rate plain language telegrams are'jsubject to special Regulations regarding delay in 
transmission and delivery Full information respecting deferred and letter telegrams may be 
obtained at any of the Company's Offices. As these telegrams are subject to special arrangements 
they cannot be accepted for all destinations. »,

LC = Deferred telegram.
DLT —. Daily Letter telegram.
NLT =. Night Letter telegram.
ELT =. European Letter telegram.

N GLT « British Empire Social telegram.
gFM = Forces Social telegram.
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